Gap-filling exercise

Slumdog Millionaire, produce by Danny Boyle

The tour guide scene.

Listen and test your comprehension using the gap-filling exercise.

**Woman tourist**: Please, please – what time is the next tour? We're ........................................... Have to see the red quarters this afternoon.
Please, ..............................................................now? Obviously,
..............................................................more. Just the two of us.
Jamal: Of course, Madam. .............................................The Taj Mahal
..............................................................Kouram, for.........................Mumtaz, who was
a..............................................................in......................When she died,
the emperor decided to........... ............................................for
..............................................................too. But he died in 1587, before
..............................................................or any .........................
But the .................................................., as you can see, .........................
in..............................................................
**Woman tourist**: It ..................................................guidebook.
Jamal: The guidebook was written by .............................................
.........................
**Woman tourist**: Oh!
Jamal: And this, lady and gentleman, is the burial place of Mumtaz.
**Woman tourist**: How did she die?
Jamal: A ..............................................................
**Woman tourist**: Really!
Jamal: ..............................................................!
**Man tourist**: I ..............................................................?
Jamal: Exactly, sir – she ..............................................................